
AUTUMN 2016 

NEWSLETTER 

Dear Member, 

It has been a few months since my last newsletter. I would like to update you for autumn 2016, following a very  
successful conference which a large majority attended (one of the largest attendance we have ever had) we are all feeling  
rejuvenated to go back again for next year.  
 

We have had two ASPC Council conference call meetings since and you will be pleased to know Mrs Gillian Staines (a native of 
Hull and a current Executive Practice Manager in Dodworth, South Yorkshire) has been appointed to the role of ASPC  
Administration Manager. She is of course supported by Debbie Leaver who many of you would have met at the conference last 
year.  Gillian’s email is on the web site and available for any queries you may wish to have.  Gillian will be at the helm of  
organising the conference in 2017.   
 

My President’s update for you for this autumn would be:  

I have had an opportunity to attend and speak at our sister Irish organisation -Primary Care Surgical Organisation in Kilkenny this 
year (PCSA) - Flying our Union Jack of course. Needless to say the Irish hosts were wonderful and it was organised very well with 
nearly 150 attendees.  Their scientific programme was very impressive with numerous doctors who had put in a  
paper for the prize and I was again honoured to be a judge for the Ross Ardill prize (in memory of one of the founding  
members of PCSA who had died) and the prize went to a paper on ‘mortality and morbidity audit in primary care 
Surgery’ presented by a young Primary Care Surgeon.  I was very impressed with the quality given the fact they had over nine 
papers including poster presentations.  A further workshop on skin surgery was run by ASPC and you will be pleased to know that 
we had quite a few members from the UK who attended the conference (see pictures overleaf).  ASPC is very keen to have cross 
pollination across the Irish Sea with our counterparts there. They will be invited to present papers and participate in our conference 
and workshops for next year.  
 

I had further numerous queries in relation to Insurance/Indemnity issues where I believe some ASPC surgeons within the UK had 
indemnity removed and others had the indemnity increased for no reasons at all.  I believe that the RCGP has taken on to  
support one of our colleagues with NHSE. I would be keen to give consultations in relation to any increase in indemnity. I am also 
aware of the numerous areas of vasectomy contracts closed down and that is a major concern to us.  The plus side we are very 
keen and pleased to see that more surgery is taking place in Primary Care.    
 

I had a visit to Kazakhstan and had an opportunity to lecture on primary care and moving their healthcare system from an  
antique Russian model in the past to a more cradle to grave British NHS system. I had the opportunity to visit primary care  
surgery in the community conducted by Kazakh, Ukrainian and Russian trained GPwSI’s, which was rather enlightening. We have 
also given Dr Damilya Nugmanova MD, Head of the Faculty of Family Medicine medicine ( RCGP Equivalent) , Republic of Ka-
zakhstan , an honorary membership for ASPC , given her role in also striving to attain British standards for her Surgical 
GPwSI’s  and others in the Community.  
 

ASPC is a group member of Association of Surgeons of Great Britain & Ireland (ASGBI) and we do our best to  
represent ourselves at the ASGBI. We gave a presentation for consultants who wish to work in the  
community in Belfast at their conference (There is an increasingly growing number who currently work in Primary Care). This was 
well received and an article has been accepted for publishing in the ASGBI journal.  
 

We are also actively participating in the scientific meetings as much as possible 
and this year we have had a further publication jointly with the British Association 
of Day Surgeons in the BJGP.  This should help us fly the flag for ASPC and sup-
port commissioners to provide us in increasing the service in the community.    
 

I was also intrigued to find a couple of weeks ago Jeremy Hunt had stated more  
Secondary Care work would move into Primary Care. Whilst I appreciate the  
additional work this will involve, but given the fact GP’s  are self-employed, very 
innovative &  
efficient , this gives an opportunity for more Secondary Care, Primary Care joint  
working in the community with the lead taken by the GPwSI.  
 

On a different note CQC is likely to increase fees for providers and I aim to  
represent ASPC members’ views as less than acceptable in its public  
consultation . 
 

I hope you find the newsletter helpful and includes a section from Gillian to  
update you with further news for all our members.  
 

We look forward to see you in the conference in May 2017 at Leamington Spa.   
 

Best Regards 

Vijay Kumar 
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS  / PAYMENTS  

Please continue in making your renewal payments via PAYPAL. As a 

full ASPC member you can continue to access the member only contact 

on our website and  benefits from the  many audit tools and surveys.   

For all membership queries please contact Debbie Leaver (ASPC  

support) or Gillian Staines (ASPC Administration Manager) on the email 

addresses below: 

 
Flying the Union Jack for ASPC 

 in Ireland 

 

ASPC members in Ireland 

attending the  Primary Care Surgical  

Organisation in Kilkenny this year 

(PCSA).  

 

September 2016 
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Please see the link below of the 5th Annual Scientific meeting of the PCSA. (Kilkenny—September 2016). 

 

 

 

 

9 papers were presented on a range of topics, typically describing a practice enhancement or quality assurance undertaking.  
Several trainee projects featured this year reporting on the issue of training in procedural skills and the patient perspective on 
GPs providing surgical services. The winning paper was adaptation of the Morbidity and Mortality  conference approach to skin 
surgery and vasectomy by Dr Kevin McCarthy from Cork  

Report on the 5th Annual Scientific Meeting of the    Primary Care Surgical Association.docx

TRAINING DETAILS 

VASECTOMY  TRAINING:  This is still available via Tony Feltbower. If you have any further  

enquiries –please contact Tony (tony.feltbower@yahoo.co.uk) (VAS audit—details currently being prepared by Dr Gareth James) 

MINOR SURGERY COURSES:  Please see attached document for further details of minor surgery 

courses. 

 



ASPC 2017 CONFERENCE   

The ASPC council members are meeting next month to work on & finalise the content of the 2017 conference.   

The conference this year (2016) was a tremendous success and was thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended.   

Please SAVE the DATE:   19th—20th May 2017  

Once our speakers  have been confirmed, we will of course write to all ASPC members with early bird booking forms and 

details of the discounts available for ASPC members.   

Look out for innovative workshops, we are planning for the whole team! 

If any members have any ideas re: sponsorship—please let me know (gillian.staines@aspc-uk.net) 
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ASPC Honorary Member Award 

 

ASPC President Vijay Kumar meets 

with Dr Damilya Nugmanova MD 

President of Kazakhstan  

association of family practice. 

 

MP supporting the ASPC 

 

ASPC meeting with Community  

Services Minister—Alistair Burt MP. 

 

Introduction from Gillian Staines—our new ASPC Administration Manager 

Hi everyone, I’ve been a Practice Manager in South Yorkshire for the last 10 years. Prior to this I worked in the Civil 

Service in similar management roles for 20 years. I am dedicated to my work and enjoy working with varied people.  

I enjoy planning, being organised, don’t blow my own trumpet & a relatively private person.  When time allows, I enjoy 

travelling (especially to the US), enjoy the outdoors, enjoy good food accompanied with a ‘little’ champagne and my 

new chill out pastime is our new puppy!  

I’m looking forward to working & supporting the ASPC. Please email me if you have any queries and I look forward to 

meeting you at the conference in May 2017. (gillian.staines@aspc-uk.net) 


